When Rain Clouds Gather

Bessie Head

Put the events in the order they happen in the story.

1, 7, 5, 11, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12, 4, 1, 10, 9

Read the sentences and circle true (T) or false (F).

13 F
14 T
15 F
16 F
17 T
18 F
19 T
20 T

Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

21 border
22 siren
23 plots
24 stools
25 refugee
26 tradition
27 persuaded
28 permit

Circle the correct word to complete each sentence.

29 far
30 temper
31 shame
32 mind
33 starving
34 revenge
35 gasped
Complete each sentence by putting the word in brackets in the correct place.

36 He was going to leave South Africa **forever**.
37 But he was not safe **yet**.
38 **First**, he ate some food in a dirty little café.
39 Paulina woke **early** the next morning.
40 ‘She **even** tried to make me eat worms for lunch!’
41 ‘**Sometimes** I think I can do anything I want.’ / ‘I sometimes think I can do anything I want.’
42 Makhaya would never forget South Africa.
43 **Suddenly** they knew they had won the fight. / They **suddenly** knew they had won the fight.

Choose the correct option to complete each sentence.

44 **c**
45 **b**
46 **a**
47 **b**
48 **c**
49 **b**
50 **c**

**Notes:** Marking scheme

Mark the Exam Practice section out of 20. Give marks out of 5 for the following:

Task completion: ____ / 5
Accuracy: ____ / 5
Range of vocabulary and grammar: ____ / 5
Cohesion (use of linkers, etc): ____ / 5